Since 1993, Metacast® has been a leading provider
of weather graphics solutions worldwide. With
clients on six continents, producing cutting edge,
real time, high quality and high value graphics in
dozens of languages and font systems, Metacast
has established a reputation for highly reliable and
brilliantly attractive data-centric graphics.

HERE ARE 5 REASONS YOU NEED METACAST
Freedom.
1. Data
Metacast solutions are designed to accept any data, from standard World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

formats to proprietary data and image formats. You can choose to take your own data into production or our use our
services for data provisions.

2. Adaptable.
Metacast is one application in a flexible Linux environment that allows for many use cases. From automatic

weather content rendering to serving a multi-site organization with centralized production and distributed live
presentation has made Metacast a product in daily use all over the world.

more of your data.
3.Make
Meteorologists love to use Metacast as they can refine the presentation based on built in tools that help find and

highlight the relevant data causing todays weather. One can even create derived data products from existing data.
Products like wind chill, 24-hour temperature change or your own “do-I-need-my-sunglasses-tomorrow” weather
are possible with the built-in tools. Communicate with your viewers on your terms.

in operation.
4.Efficient
Day to day operations of a Metacast solution is simple and easy to learn. The user interface caters for both the Meteorologist with tools for placing and editing data as well as for the presenter with drag and drop organization of the
daily templates and a clicker to support the live presentation.

phone support and free software updates.
5.24-hour
Your critical operations are secured with phone support and long-term maintenance; including free software
updates that are included in the SLA. Metacast on Linux offers remote support, which allows ChyronHego
technical support to remotely address issues with your systems, if needed.

Contact ChyronHego Sales and
schedule a demonstration today @
North America

+1 631 845 2096

noram@chyronhego.com

Latin America

+1 305 972 1396

latam@chyronhego.com

EMEA

+44 208 8679 051

emeasupport@chyronhego.com

Asia/Pacific

+65 97266058

asia@chyronhego.com

Join the conversation online with
ChyronHego @
http://www.facebook.com/chyronhego
http://www.twitter.com/chyronhego
http://www.youtube.com/chyronmelville
http://forum.chyronhego.com
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